We present a new approach to the control of versions of software and other hierarchically structured entities. Any part of a system, from the smallest component to a complete system, may exist in di erent versions. The set of all possible versions under the re nement relation forms a partial order (in fact, a lattice). The fact that version V approximates version V 0 in this order means that V is relevant to V 0 in this sense: when constructing version V 0 of a system, we can sometimes use version V of a component if nothing more appropriate is available. More precisely, a particular version of an entire system is formed by combining the most relevant existing versions of the various components of the system. We call this the variant structure principle; it makes precise the idea that components of a given version of the system can be inherited by more re ned versions of the system.
Introduction
and French messages. This new version inherits from its two ancestors, just as classes can inherit from several ancestors in object-oriented programming.
The concept of variant is not fully developed. Parnas 19] described the need for families of software, and showed that having variants is a good idea, however the concept has still not been formalised. In the discussion on variants in 32], no one could give a de nition of variant. In 14], we read, \We suspect that it is still an unsolved problem of software engineering to produce portable software designs in the sense of predicting and planning the possibility that certain modules of a system sprout variant branches. It is still a fact that variants happen. " Perhaps the problem is that variants must be planned, instead of being allowed to happen. Furthermore, one should be able to refer to the version of a complete system, in the same language as one does for the versions of components.
This paper addresses the concept of variant, and how the variants of a complete system relate to the versions of individual components. Section 2 presents the need for versions of complete systems, and informally presents how versions of components and complete systems should interact. Section 3 formally presents an algebra for versions, which allows subversions and join versions, along with a re nement relation between versions; the version space therefore creates a lattice. Section 4 formally presents the relationship between versions of complete systems and of components, using the`variant substructure principle'. Section 5 illustrates how this version language is used in an already existing C programming environment. Finally, section 6 discusses some of the ideas, presenting possible extensions, as well as showing that they could be integrated into existing con guration management systems.
Global versions
The main weakness of existing tools is that the di erent versions of a component have only a local signi cance. It might be the case, for example, that there is a a third version of component A and also a third version of component B. But there is no a priori reason to expect any relationship between the third versions of separate components.
The only exception is in the concept of variant. For integrated environments such as Adele, a variant represents a di erent interface to a module, and so has more than local signi cance. But the components of the implementation of each interface are completely separate, thereby creating a situation of code duplication, or of juggling with software con guration.
This lack of correspondence between versions of di erent components makes it di cult to automatically build a complete system. Instead, users are allowed to mix and match different versions of di erent components arbitrarily. These tools give the users the`freedom' of building any desired combination; but they also burden them with the responsibility of deciding which of the huge number of possible combinations will yield a consistent, working instance of the system. In our approach, however, version labels (which are not necessarily numbers) are intended to have a global, uniform signi cance. Thus the fast version of component A is meant to be combined with the fast version of component B. Programmers are expected to ensure that these corresponding versions are compatible.
One advantage of this approach is that it is now possible to talk of versions of the complete system|formed, in the simplest case, by uniformly choosing corresponding versions of the components. Suppose, for example, that we have created a fast version of every component of a (say) compiler. Then we build the fast version of the compiler by combining the fast versions of all the components.
Of course, in general it is unrealistic to require a distinct fast version of every component. It may be possible to speed up the compiler by altering only a few components, and only these components will have fast versions. So we extend our con guration rule as follows: to build the fast compiler we take the fast version of each component, if it exists; otherwise we take the ordinary`vanilla' version.
We generalize this approach by de ning a partially ordered algebra of version labels. We then use this re nement ordering to automate the building of complete system. The user speci es only which version of the complete system is desired; our`variant structure principle' de nes this to be the result of combining the most relevant version of each component.
Version space
In this section we introduce our version algebra, giving the rules and practical applications of each of the version operators. The simplest possible algebra would allow only one version. We call this version the vanilla version, written , the empty string.
Project history
The simplest versions are those which correspond to successive stages in the development process: version 1, version 2, version 3, etc. An obvious extension is to allow subsequences: 1.1, 1.2, or 2.3.1.
Having such a version control system would not just facilitate maintenance. It would also aid the recovery from error, be it physical, such as the accidental destruction of a le, or logical, such as the introduction of a awed algorithm. Furthermore, it would allow the recuperation of previously rejected ideas. It is not uncommon for an idea to be conceived, partially thought through and rejected, only to be needed six months later.
It was to solve this kind of problem that programs such as sccs and rcs were designed; in fact, the notion of numeric string to keep track of the successive stages is quite suitable. However, the . of rcs has two di erent meanings. Version 1 In our version space, numeric versions can only build one branch. Subversions must be used to create forks. Our initial set of possible versions can be described by the following grammar:
V ::= j N N ::= n j N:n; where n is a non-negative integer.
The re nement order as described earlier indicates how one version is derived from 
Di ering requirements
If a piece of software is going to be used by people in di ering environments, it is likely that the requirements of those users will di er.
One of the most important di erences would be at the level of user interface. Some aspects are a matter of personal taste, such as does one prefer to use graphics and menus, or does one prefer text? Others are a necessity. A Syrian would want to read and write in Arabic, a Japanese using katakana, hiragana and kanji, and a Canadian would want to be able to choose between English and French. Even if the essential functionality were the same, the di erences in user interface would be signi cant.
But di erences in functionality can also appear. For example, most Lisp systems are Brobdingnagian 1 , as everything, including the kitchen sink, is included. Yet the typical Lisp user has no need for many of the packages that are o ered. Rather than being forced to take the mini or the maxi version, users should be able to pick and choose among the packages that they need. For this particular example, autoload features can be used, but this is not the case for all systems.
Di erences in implementation may also arise as one ports a system from one machine to another. The versions for machines X and Y may be identical, but di er with that for machine Z. To handle these problems, we need to introduce the concept of a subversion, called variant in many systems. This problem was partially addressed in sccs and rcs, with the introduction of branches; unfortunately, relying on the numeric strings to identify the branches becomes very unwieldy. We choose the path of naming the subversions. Our new space of possible versions becomes: V ::= j N j x j V %V N ::= n j N:n; where x is any alphanumeric string. For example, the graphics%mouse version of a user interface would be the mouse subversion of the graphics version of the user interface. Parentheses can be inserted at will to reduce ambiguity.
Unlike in rcs, names are not variables, but constants. They do not represent anything except themselves. Under the re nement relation, they are all incomparable.
We need one more axiom for subversions:
We consider the % operator to have as identity and to be associative: %V
): Subversions can be very powerful. For example, consider the task of simultaneously maintaining separate releases. This is a common example, as it is normal to have a working version and a current version being developed, yet it is di cult to handle properly. Suppose that the two current releases are 2.3.4 and 3.5.6. If we wish to make repairs to 2.3.4, a subversion is required. For if we were to create a version 2.3.4.1 to x the bug, then that version would still be considered to be anterior to 3.5.6, which does not correspond to reality. Rather we would want a 2.3.4%bugfix.
The reader might wonder why the grammar allowed for V %V rather than V %x. Consider the task of Maria and Keir each working separately on their own subsystems, each with their own sets of versions and subversions. When their work is merged, to prevent any ambiguity, all of Maria's versions could be preceded by Maria%; similarly for Keir.
Joins of versions
Subversions allow for di erent functionalities. But it is not uncommon for di erent subversions to be compatible. For example we can easily imagine wanting a Japanese Lisp system with in nite precision arithmetic with graphics for machine X. To handle this sort of thing, we need to be able to join versions. Our Lisp version would be Japanese+graphics+infinite+X. Our nal space of versions becomes: V ::= j N j x j V %V j V + V N ::= n j N:n:
To make the order complete, we add two more axioms:
The + operator is idempotent, commutative and associative, and left-distributes %: The variant substructure principle, presented in x4, calls for the use of the most relevant components when a particular con guration is being built. If the + operator were not de ned as the least upper bound operator, then the term`most relevant' would have no meaning. The fact that the version language allows the join of independent versions does not necessarily mean that any arbitrary join actually makes sense. However, should a merge be made, and it does make sense, then the join perfectly addresses the need to describe the merge. Do note that no merging of text or of code, as in 10], is taking place here. The merging only takes place at the version name, and the con guration manager must ensure that the components do make sense together. The only checking that takes place is syntactic, at the level of the version names (see x4).
Canonical form
The equality axioms allow a canonical form for all version expressions. In fact, except for the commutative and associative rules of +, the equations simply become rewrite rules: It is assumed that + is right-associative.
Versions and structure
Up to now, we have been referring indiscriminately to versions of complete systems and to versions of components. A question arises: how do these interact?
As was already explained, we do not require that every component exist in every version. Instead, we consider the absence of a particular version as meaning that a more`generic' version is adequate; in the simplest case, as meaning that the`vanilla' version is appropriate. This means, for example, that when we con gure the French version we use the French version of each component, if it exists; otherwise we use the standard one.
In general, however, the vanilla version is not always the best alternative. Suppose, for example, that we need the Keir%apple%fast version (which can be understood as the`fast version of Keir's apple version'). If a certain component is not available in exactly this version, we would hardly be justi ed in assuming that the vanilla one is appropriate. If there is a Keir%apple version, we should certainly use it; and failing that, the Keir version, if it exists. The plain one is indicated only if none of these other more speci c versions is available.
Our general rule is that when constructing version V of a system, we choose the version of each component which most closely approximates V (according to the ordering on versions introduced earlier). We could call this the`most relevant' version. More precisely, to select the appropriate version of a component C, let V be the set of versions in which C is available. The set of relevant versions is fV We can generalize the principle as follows: suppose that an object S has components Furthermore, the version of V constructed is V 1 + V 2 + + V n . This principle, which we will call the`variant structure principle', describes exactly the way in which subversions of a system can`inherit' components from a superversion. It also accords well with motivations given for the various version forming operators described in an earlier section. For example, it speci es that in constructing version 3 
Sloth
Sloth is a set of tools designed to facilitate the reusability of C programs. A system of modules was devised, more sophisticated than the method traditionally used for C programs. Each module is a unix directory: there are two interface les (extern.i for externally visible variables and define.i for manifest constants), two implementation les (var.i for local variables and proc.i for local routines), as well as the body.i containing the initialization code. The import le states which modules are needed for this module to run correctly.
Sloth has three commands. The vm command is used to view les and the mm to modify them. The lkm command, original to Sloth, builds, for each module, a uselist le containing a list of all the modules that it depends on by computing the transitive closure of the import dependencies. It then builds a prog.c le from all of the component les and compiles it; the resulting prog.o le is linked with the prog.o les of the other modules to make a complete system. Sloth has shown itself to be remarkably useful, and the intended goal of reusability is being met. The PopShop, in which several compilers are written, consists of over 100 di erent modules, and builds more than 10 di erent applications. The reader is asked to refer to 20] for more details.
Lemur: Sloth with versions
Lemur is an evolved form of Sloth. Lemur allows the user to create and label di erent versions of the individual les which make up a module. A label can be any element of the version space described above, represented in a simple linear syntax and used as an extension of the le name. For example, if Keir needs a separate version of the procedure de nition le of a module, he would create (inside the module) a new le proc Keir%apple.i. And if his apple version had its own fast version, and if this fast subversion required further changes to the module's procedure de nitions, he would create an additional le proc Keir%apple%fast.i. Note the new les do not replace the old ones; the di erent versions coexist. Note also that not every le exists in every version. For example, the fast subversion of Keir%apple may require only a few changes. As a result, there will only be a few les with the full Keir%apple%fast label.
With Lemur, only the basic component les have explicit, user-maintained versions. The users do not directly create separate versions of whole modules, or of applications. Instead, Lemur uses the principle of the previous section to create, automatically, any desired version of an application.
Suppose, for example, that Maria would like to compile and run her Maria%orange version of the project (call it comp). She invokes the Lemur con gure command with comp as its argument but with Maria%orange as the parameter of the -v option. Lemur proceeds much as if the -v option were absent. It uses the import lists to form a`uselist' of all modules required; it checks that their .o les are up to date, recompiling if necessary; and then it links together an executable (which would normally be called comp). The di erence, though, is that with each individual le it looks rst for a Maria%orange version, instead of the`vanilla' one. And when the link is completed, the executable is named comp Maria%orange.
If every le needed has a Maria%orange version, the procedure is straight forward. As we said earlier, however, we do not require that every le exist in the version requested.
When the desired version is not available, Lemur follows the principle of x4 and selects the most relevant version which is available. In this instance, it means that if there is no Maria%orange version Lemur looks for a Maria version; and if even that is unavailable, it settles for the vanilla version of the le in question. This form of inheritance, implicit in the variant structure principle, allows source code sharing between a version and its subversions.
Lemur also follows the principle of x4 when creating and labelling the .o les for individual modules. Suppose again that the Maria%orange version has been requested and that the relevant .o le of the fred module must be produced. Lemur And if all the les involved were in fact vanilla, the .o le produced is given the vanilla name fred.o. In general, it labels the .o le with the least upper bound of the versions of the les involved in producing it. The resulting label may be much more generic than the version requested; and this means that the same .o le can be used to build other versions of the system. The inheritance principle therefore allows us to share object code between a version and its subversions.
The high granularity of modules in Sloth allows one to do all sorts of interesting things. For example, one could write a test version of a module interface which would allow a tester to look at the values of inner variables. The advantage is that the code itself (the implementation) would not change at all, nor would the les even be touched.
As the import le is separate, one can have one version of a module depend on one set of modules, and another version depend on another set of modules. In other words, the hierarchical structure (the shape) of the system can itself change from one version to another. In this sense Lemur actually goes beyond the principle of the previous section, which assumed the structure of a system to be invariant. However, we can easily reformulate the general principle by stipulating that every structured object has an explicit`subcomponent list' as one of its subcomponents. We then allow the subcomponent list to exist in various versions. When we con gure the object, we rst select the most relevant version of the component list; then we assemble the most relevant versions of the components appearing on this list. This is how Lemur generalizes Sloth's import lists.
It is possible, using make and rcs, to have versions of modules where di erent versions consist of completely di erent modules. If such is the case, di erent make les have to be written for each version, a lot of information has to be repeated. And a global make le has to be written to ensure that the right version of the make le is used to create the con guration. The whole process is quite complex.
With Lemur, no make les need be written. Everything is done automatically. An extension to Lemur, Marmoset 21], allows di erent languages to be used, using a very simple con guration le, much simpler than standard make les.
Bootstrapping of Lemur
To test our notion of version, Lemur was bootstrapped: we used Lemur to create versions of itself. The original Sloth was written in a monolithic manner and did not handle versions. It was rewritten, using the original version, into a modular form, much more suitable for maintenance and extension. Once this version (basic Lemur, functionally the same as Sloth) was working, it was used to create a system which allowed les to exist in multiple versions (true Lemur) . True Lemur was then used to create subversion Lemur, which allowed Lemur to use not only basic versions, but also subversions, i.e., version x.y, x.z, and x.y.a... A subversion of subversion Lemur was created to accept numeric versions (numeric Lemur). A new subversion was created to accept join versions (join Lemur). Additional variants have also been created to allow di erent options; these were subsequently joined together.
Implementation
lkm builds modules one at a time, starting with those which do not depend on any other modules. It makes the most general version possible of each module. It then goes on to the more complex modules, still building the most general version possible; this version will, of course, depend on the versions of the modules that it depends on. Finally, it builds the most general possible version of the object le.
There can be situations where there is not a most general version. For example, one could ask for the x+y version, and for one le there is a x version and a y version, but not a x+y version. For the vm and lkm programs, this is an error condition. On the other hand, mm asks the user if they wish to create a new le, and if so, what version of that le should be taken as the initial copy of the new version of the le.
Discussion
The problem of variants of software system is a di cult one. We claim that the language proposed in this paper is a step in the right direction. No di erence is made between version, revision or variant. All subsystems are on the same level. If a variant evolves to the point where it becomes a completely di erent product, that is just ne, and nothing special has to be done.
Of course, this paper in no way addresses how variants and versions are to be managed, in the sense of controlling how access to components of systems by programmers and users is made. The ideas in this paper do not put into question the need for software databases which restrict access to certain parts of a system so that it is not being modi ed in an uncontrolled manner.
The language
Since we are using a lattice to describe our version space, one might ask if the meet of two versions has meaning. In fact, it does: A&B would be a version which is re ned by each of A, B and A+B. For example, one could conceive of a common transliteration for Russian and Bulgarian, where, for example, if one writes`Dzhon' (John), the result would be`D on', this scheme being de ned in Russian&Bulgarian. Then if one asked for the Russian version, then the Russian&Bulgarian le could be used if there were no Russian one.
With the current system, it is possible to have horrendously long version names. With the repeated use of + and %, it might be di cult to gure out what is happening! One solution is to allow version variables; that is to introduce new versions de ned in terms of existing ones. For example, suppose that the francophone Belgian users want a French language mouse graphics version with in nite precision arithmetic. This corresponds to the version algebra expression French+graphics%mouse+infinite which is clear enough but rather unwieldy. With version variables the user could introduce the de nition Belgian = French+graphics%mouse+infinite and thereafter request the Belgian version or even use it in expressions like Belgian+fast. In fact the same e ect can be achieved more elegantly by allowing inequalities rather than equalities. For example, the above de nition can be given incrementally by the three inequalities Belgian >= French Belgian >= graphics%mouse Belgian >= infinite Sometimes this complexity would come about because many modules are being named, and the versions within each module are di erent. In this case, the use of local version names, de ned through inequalities as above, would allow the hiding of how the software was developed, one of the key goals of modules.
What we are proposing is a real version language, with constants and variables, with di erent scopes, de ned using inequalities. So the next step would obviously be to add types. In fact, this is not surprising, since several con guration management systems allow for typed version names. The language component of a version name, for example, could be one of Lucid or LUSTRE.
Related work
As was said in the introduction, our approach to version control is original, so there is no work directly related. However, there is no reason that the ideas that were developed in this paper could not be applied to existing systems, and not just to software con guration systems (see below). In this sense, we will consider two systems which appear to be exible enough for this change to be easily made: Odin and shape.
Odin 3] is a system that allows one to formalize the software con guration process. For each object, be it an atomic object or a tool which will manipulate the objects, axioms can be given declaring what the object does. One can then use pre-and post-conditions to de ne the actions of tools. There is no reason that versioning cannot be added to the entire system. Atomic objects could have versions, and the rules de ning what programs do would then pass the versions on. So, for example, the mm, vm and lkm operations could then be de ned in Odin.
shape 13, 14] is a system which attempts to integrate the better features of Adele, Make and DSEE. There is an attributed le system interface, either to a standard le system or a database, which makes access to versions transparent to the user. The version language is in disjunctive normal form (ORs of ANDs). If this version language were changed to allow +, and the variant substructure principle were applied, then shape would be generalised signi cantly.
Some speculative remarks
There is a close connection between the notion of version discussed here and the logical/philosophical notion of a`possible world' (see, for example, 25]). Possible worlds arise in a branch of logic, called`intensional logic', which deals with assertions and expressions whose meaning varies according to some implicit context. Usually the context involves space and time: the meaning of`the previous president' varies according to where the statement refers, e.g., the U.S. or France, and when it refers (1989 or 1889). Other statements, e.g., my brother's former employer', require more extensive information.
Obviously the notion of possible world, in its most literal form, raises mind-boggling philosophical questions. But taken more formally, as indicating some sort of context (time, place, speaker, orientation), it has proved extremely useful in formalizing some hitherto mysterious and paradoxical aspects of natural language semantics (Montague being a pioneer in this area).
We can interpret an element of the version space as a possible world. In this possible world, there is an`instance' of the software in question; but this instance can di er from the instances in other possible worlds. For example, in this world the error messages are in English, whereas in a neighboring world they are in French. The principle described earlier tells us how a compound object varies from one world to the next, provided we know how its parts vary. And Lemur in a small way allows us to`visit' one of these worlds and construct the instance of the software, without worrying about what the software looks like on the other worlds.
Lemur is the result of intensionalizing one tool, namely Sloth. We can surely imagine doing the same for other tools and even, if we are ambitious, unix itself. In this Montagunix we would specify, say with a command, which world we would like to visit| say, the French+graphics%mouse world. Having done that, it would give us the illusion that the appropriate instance is the only one that exists. In other words, when we examine the source, we would nd only one copy; and only one copy of the .o les, and test les as well. These les could be scattered through a directory structure and we could move around.
Of course behind the scenes, Montagunix would be monitoring our activity and automatically choosing the most relevant version of every le we request. Other versions would be hidden from us. When we create a le, it would attach the appropriate version tag to it. Montagunix could give each developer the illusion of having their own private copy of a project in the same way that time sharing gave users the impression of having their own private computer. But the result is more sophisticated, because of the re nement relation between versions. However, we do not know what would be the implications when di erent users on the same network had con icting software!
